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with warps or bulges out towards the centre of the ocean
In the eastern Pacific the big series of folds which runs
through the two American continents has been thrust up
against the block forming the floor of the ocean The great
land mass of Asia however was so solid and heavy that
the line of weakness developed more especially along the
edge of the continental shelf where an unusual form of fold
mg took place These partially inundated folds have formed
what J W Gregory called festoons of islands enclosing what
are almost land locked seas While not so pronounced on
the American side a similar formation is seen in British
Columbia and Chile
It will be worth while at this stage to emphasize this
arc like formation of the island chains since this feature has
been taken as the basis for dividing the islands of the Pacific
mto three main groups Lying close to Australia is the first
great arc stretching from New Guinea to Fiji and including
the Solomons New Caledonia and the New Hebndes From
the sooty black colour of the people who inhabited this group
it was called Melanesia After an interval of clear sea
comes a longer arc bending from the Pelews through the
Mariannes Carolines Marshall and Gilbert Islands to and
north of Fiji From the small size of the islands this chain
was named Mtcr&ngsta Then far out in mid-ocean from
Midway Islaad through the medley of the Marquesas the
Tuamottts, the Fnendly and Cook Islands is a great irregular
scatter known as Polynesia
So much has been written about lost Pacific continents
tiiat the relation of these festoons or arcs to the land masses
is of some importance Geological research and ocean sound
ings prove that the islands fall mto two great classes There
are first the con&mentd islands formed by the tops of the
submerged ridges and plateaux already mentioned

